Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the design and development of surfaces and interfaces of devices aimed at the investigation of biological systems and processes, many issues are of great concern. Bio- and mechanical compatibility, biospecific recognition, signal transduction efficiency, chemical stability and topography have to be considered to achieve optimal integration with a biological environment. Among possible materials to interface with the biological world, organic materials (mainly conjugated oligomers/polymers, hydrogels) emerge as candidates owing to their unique properties. Their interfaces can be chemically tailored by simple synthetic approaches in order to meet the requirements of the biological environment; mechanical properties can be engineered so that hard vs. soft and gel materials can be obtained; incorporation of biomolecules easily builds up biological functionality into the organic (polymer) matrix and can tune properties such as biocompatibility and biorecognition. Bonding of bioreceptors can endow the material surfaces with highly selective capabilities; electrosynthesis may be exploited in the case of conducting polymers (CPs) in order to obtain films of controlled thickness coating electrodes of any shape and size. As to the class of CPs, comprehensive critical reviews have been recently published which highlighted interesting applications in nanomedicine \[[@CR1]\], in specific biological experiments \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] and in recording and eliciting signals in complex environments such as human neural systems \[[@CR4]\]. In this last field very exciting investigations are demonstrating how polymer-coated microelectrodes can detect transmitter release from a single neural cell \[[@CR5]\]. Particularly interesting is the recent approach to combine the benefits of both CPs and hydrogels in copolymers \[[@CR6]\] to better meet the critical design requirements of neural interfaces.

The goal of new biosensor generation is the development of an inexpensive, portable and fully integrated single platform with ultrasensitive detection level, high selectivity and miniaturized sizes. Array configurations are often required for disease diagnosis and in general for the study of complex biological systems. In this respect, transducers that can be fabricated through standard integrated circuit production procedures as well as with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology offer particular advantages \[[@CR7]\].

This paper aims to review some recent results concerning the development of biosensing devices based on microcantilevers (MCLs) and organic transistors. These two apparently different classes of devices, besides having already shown quite a good level of performance as sensors \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\], also have two quite relevant common features: label-free detection capabilities and the possibility to be integrated into a circuit. As to the MCLs, they can be readily fabricated from silicon wafers and other materials and integrated in sensing platforms known as micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS). In particular, when referred to in biology or biomedical science, these devices are termed BioMEMS \[[@CR11]\].

On the other hand, organic-based transistors can be fabricated as n- and p-type transistors which can be processed into complementary integrated circuits by using a recent but already quite mature organic electronic technology \[[@CR12]\]. This technology also offers the advantage of being implementable on flexible substrates, including plastics, paper and fabrics.

MCLs represent a recent evolution of nanomechanical biosensors, offering several advantages over the conventional analytical techniques in terms of a tiny sensor area, a label-less detection method and a low analyte requirement. MCL technology arises from the atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique. AFM, introduced in the mid 1980s, is one of the most important analytical techniques in nanoscience. Today, AFM has gained revived interest as a transducer for its numerous imaging modes, such as topographical, electric potential, magnetic and force imaging \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. As a natural succession to its application as a force transducer in AFM, MCLs were selected as a new platform for transduction in sensing technology more than a decade ago \[[@CR15]\].

Organic-based transistors (OFETs and OECTs) have demonstrated great versatility in a wide range of applications including consumer electronics, photovoltaics and biotechnology \[[@CR16]\]. Moreover, they are well suited for the development of devices to be interfaced with biological systems for many properties, among which their "soft" nature is of primary importance. In fact, they offer a good mechanical compatibility with both cells and flexible substrates making them also interesting for skin or body implantable sensors. As an example, an organic electronic ion pump (OEIP) was recently demonstrated to release neurotransmitters and stimulate cochlear cells in the inner ear of a guinea pig in vivo \[[@CR17]\]. To achieve this aim the organic materials' biocompatibility and the preservation of the biological system's original function are of the utmost importance \[[@CR18]\]. Since biological systems are based on cell--cell interactions and the transduction of biosignals between cells, the possibility to interface cells to organic materials to be integrated in electronic devices will be here reviewed.

Moreover, recent efforts made in exploring and testing unusual materials suitable for organic-based electronics to be integrated within advanced implantable biomedical devices will be reported. In particular, the fabrication of transistors made from biodegradable, bioresorbable, natural and nature-inspired materials will be described \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\].

Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and electrochemical transistors (OECTs) {#Sec2}
================================================================================

OFETs and OECTs differ both in the structure and in the operating mechanism. The structures are reported in Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; more details can be found elsewhere \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. In OFETs the transduction mechanism is based on electrostatic gating consisting on a capacitive coupling between the organic semiconductor and the gate electrode \[[@CR23]\]. On the other hand, the OECT operation relies on electrochemical doping/de-doping of an organic semiconductor film in contact with the electrolyte \[[@CR24]\]. Although these devices have been extensively studied as chemical \[[@CR8], [@CR25]\] and biological sensors \[[@CR9], [@CR26], [@CR27]\], the possibility of interfacing them with living cells requires that the organic electronic material establishes a stable interface with water and conducts not only electronic but also ionic carriers. Life processes in fact take place in aqueous media in which ions are carriers of information. Therefore, a material able to exchange ionic for electronic carriers, and vice versa, represents the ideal link between electronics and the world of biology.Fig. 1Schematic of an OFET along with the relevant operating mechanism Fig. 2Schematic of an OECT along with the relevant operating mechanism

Organic field-effect transistors {#Sec3}
--------------------------------

OFETs are three-terminal electronic devices composed of an organic semiconducting active layer, an insulating layer which is the dielectric, and three conductive terminals namely the source (S), drain (D) and gate (G). The source and drain electrodes can be fabricated on the top of the insulating layer or on the top of organic semiconductor. In the first case the OFET has a bottom contact device configuration, whereas in the second case a top contact device configuration (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). During operation the capacitive coupling between the semiconductor layer and the gate electrode allows the current to flow between the source and drain terminals. This current can be controlled by modulating the electrical potential of the gate electrode \[[@CR23]\].

Several examples of chemical and biological sensing \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\] by means of an OFET platform have been reported mainly addressing the possibility to perform a selective detection \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. In this context a recent review \[[@CR32]\] reports the many efforts spent on integrating bioactive transducing elements within the FET channel.

On the other hand, only few works demonstrated the possibility of OFETs operating in \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\] and detecting analytes in aqueous media \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] because of organic material degradation and delamination when exposed to an aqueous environment \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. However, real-time detection of biological analytes requires stability for sensor operation in aqueous media. Analogously, to promote cell growth, proliferation and adhesion to the substrate, the stability of the organic semiconductors in the aqueous media is a critical issue. Besides this, the biocompatibility and biofunctionalization of organic semiconductors may be crucial points when organic materials interface with biological cells. Several parameters influence the biocompatibility of organic materials. Among these, one critical issue is that the solvents used to process organic materials (chloroform, xylene, toluene, chlorobenzene, or tetrahydrofuran) are usually toxic to living cells and the presence of their residues during the cell growth incubation step can affect their growth. Other important factors involved in cell adhesion, growth and proliferation are surface topography of the substrate \[[@CR39]--[@CR41]\], surface pattern and periodicity \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\], roughness \[[@CR44]--[@CR46]\], the oxidative state \[[@CR47]\] etc.

In this respect, recently Biscarini and co-workers demonstrated that by controlling the layer morphology, the molecular orientation and the packing of the pentacene film it was possible to allow for the growth of neuronal networks on it \[[@CR48]\]. The pentacene organic semiconductor was morphologically stable upon prolonged contact with physiological buffer and cell culture media thus allowing the adhesion of neural stem cells which remain viable on it for at least 15 days \[[@CR48]\]. Moreover the processing of pentacene by high-vacuum sublimation was highly compatible with sterility standards. The possibility to integrate living neural cells into pentacene organic semiconductor thin films is an important step towards the development of bio-organic electronic transducers of cellular signals from neural networks.

Analogously Scarpa et al. demonstrated that by performing protein-based coatings and oxygen-plasma treatments on the surface of the spin-coated poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) organic semiconductor, the growth of mouse fibroblasts was enabled \[[@CR49]\]. Moreover, the P3HT-based OFETs have been demonstrated to operate at low voltages \[[@CR50]\] in water and complex media \[[@CR51]\], hence opening new possibilities in the realization of a testing platform useful for cell analysis.

Organic electrochemical transistors {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------

OECTs, described for the first time by Wrighton in the 1980s \[[@CR52]\], consist of a conducting/semiconducting organic film in contact with an electrolyte (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The gate electrode is immersed in the electrolyte and controls the doping level of the conducting polymer. As a result of oxidative stability and increased conductivity, the poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) doped with polyanions like poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) or *p*-toluenesulfonate (TOS) has become very popular in various bioapplications. The large anions (PSS or TOS) in PEDOT-based OECTs compensate the hole in the p-type organic semiconductor. Under the application of a positive gate bias, cations from the electrolyte enter the polymer film and compensate the large anions, thus decreasing the hole density in PEDOT. Therefore, OECTs provide a means to convert an ionic current into an electronic one efficiently \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\] and are thus very promising for interfacing electronics to biological systems. In addition, doped PEDOT showed good stability in aqueous solutions over extended periods of time \[[@CR55]\] and little or no toxicity to a broad array of cell types, including endothelial cells, epithelial cells, fibroblasts, T cells and neuronal cells \[[@CR2], [@CR18]\]. The PEDOT high biocompatibility also allowed the study of cell--cell interactions \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\] such as mechanisms involved in cell signalling \[[@CR5], [@CR58]\].

Recently, Berggren's group demonstrated that by integrating the PEDOT:TOS in an OECT it is possible to control the adhesion and the proliferation of cells by using the electrochemical gradient established along the transistor channel \[[@CR59]\]. More interestingly Yang's group reported a disposable cell-based biosensor OECT for monitoring the cell activities in vitro \[[@CR60]\]. As shown in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the OECT device consists of a glass substrate covered with a PEDOT:PSS active layer on whose surface cancer cell line KYSE30 was grown directly in the culture medium. The OECT was tested in the presence of retinoic acid, an anticancer drug, which causes the rupture of the cancer cells inducing a change of the cells' surface charge \[[@CR61]\]. Figure [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} reports the transfer characteristics of the OECT device integrated with cancer cell lines measured before (curve a) and after the exposure to retinoic acid for 1 h (curve b) and 7 h (curve c). As can be observed, there is a pronounced horizontal shift of the transfer curves when retinoic acid is added. This effect was not observed when retinoic acid was added to the OECT device without cells (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), thus demonstrating that the shift of the transfer curve is ascribable to the morphological and surface charge change of the adherent cells on the PEDOT:PSS layer rather than a change in the OECT capacitance.Fig. 3**a** PEDOT:PSS-based OECT integrated biological cells. Cell culture medium was used as an electrolyte during the electrical measurements. **b** Transfer characteristics of an OECT device integrated with cancer cell lines measured before (*curve a*) and 1 h (*curve b*) and 7 h (*curve c*) after addition of retinoic acid. **c** Shift of the gate voltage of OECT devices for different periods of time after the addition of retinoic acid with (*blue line*) and without (*red line*) cancer cell lines on the top. *Error bars* show the standard error for several different samples \[[@CR60]\]

New materials for bio-organic electronics {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------

Recent advancements and "cross-fertilization" between the biomaterials field and organic electronics were very promising for the development of electronic devices for potential use in biomedical and clinical applications. In this context stability of the materials may be an important issue to be addressed, depending on the device utilization. As mentioned above, many organic materials used as the active layer in OFETs are susceptible to oxidation and loss of function if exposed to harsh conditions such as aqueous and high-salinity environments \[[@CR33]\]. To overcome this drawback, new materials were found that are able to operate stably in hydrated or oxidative environments \[[@CR36]\], thus allowing to interface electronics to the world of biology for biosensing applications \[[@CR32]\] as well as for rapid screening of biological samples and point-of-care diagnostics \[[@CR26]\]. On the other hand, in the case of advanced implantable biomedical devices and drug-delivery systems, where resorbability in the body after a desired time is required, particular attention is devoted to the development of biodegradable materials. A first step towards a biodegradable and biocompatible electronic device was reported recently by Bettinger and Bao \[[@CR22]\] for potential use in temporary, electrically active medical devices. They developed a FET having poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lactide-*co*-glycolide) (PLGA) as a degradable substrate constituting 99.89% of the total mass of the device, the water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as the gate dielectric and 5,5′-bis-(7-dodecyl-9*H*-fluoren-2-yl)-2,2′-bithiophene (DDFTTF) as the organic semiconductor. DDFTTF is a small-molecule p-channel semiconductor which decomposes in a similar manner to melanin \[[@CR62]\], whereas PLGA and PVA are commonly used for drug-delivery systems \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\] and biomedical applications \[[@CR65]\], respectively. In addition, the conducting metals for electric contacts (silver for gate electrode and gold for source and drain ones) were chosen as they exhibit biocompatible properties suitable for use in medical devices \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\]. These devices showed a stable operation after exposure to water and the unique property of being resorbable as demonstrated through in vitro degradation studies.

Recently Bauer's group proposed new biodegradable, biocompatible, bioresorbable and even metabolizable materials for useful application in biomedical implants \[[@CR19]--[@CR21]\]. They described a bottom-gate, top-contact OFET realized using "exotic" materials based on natural materials or those inspired by nature (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). They used unusual metabolizable substrates like Ecoflex (from potato and corn starch), hard gelatine capsules (from pork skin and bones) and caramelized glucose (Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) whose surface is often coated with a smoothing layer, rosolic acid (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), widely employed in medical and pharmacological fields \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\]. Nucleobase (adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine) and sugar (lactose, glucose) materials were chosen as the dielectric (Fig. [4d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Compounds like beta-carotene and indigo (natural p- and n-type semiconductor), indanthrene yellow G and indanthrene brilliant orange RF deriving from natural anthraquinone and perylene diimide, a cosmetic colour (Fig. [4e](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), were employed as the semiconductor. All these semiconductors are characterized by ease of synthesis, low price, low toxicity \[[@CR70]\], biodegradability \[[@CR71]\] and ability to be metabolized \[[@CR72]\]. However, although these unusual materials appear to offer a promising route for fabrication of fully biodegradable organic electronics, extensive biocompatibility studies (including inflammation tests) should be performed to prove the feasibility of their use in implantable/ingestible devices. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the potential utilization of resorbable materials inspired by nature, apart from their interest in biosensing applications, could ultimately provide the basis for "sustainable green electronics", which is of great interest for low-cost, large-volume, disposable or throwaway electronic applications, such as in food packaging, plastic bags and disposable dishware.Fig. 4Natural materials or materials inspired by nature used for fabrication of environmentally sustainable OFETs. **a** Scheme of bottom-gate, top-contact OFET; **b** chemical structure of rosolic acid (aurin), used as smoothener; **c** substrates investigated; **d** natural dielectric materials in the nucleobase and sugar families; **e** semiconductor materials \[[@CR20]\]

Microcantilevers {#Sec6}
================

The adsorption (physi- or chemi-, reversible or irreversible) or intercalation of an analyte onto the MCL changes its resonance frequency as well as its surface forces and results in a measurable MCL bending \[[@CR73]\]. The detection of this bending can be divided in two different modes of operation: static and dynamic \[[@CR10]\], as depicted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Schematic of the two operation modes of MCLs: **a** static, **b** dynamic

Working in the static mode, the bending arises as a consequence of a surface stress change induced by any molecular reaction (i.e. physical adsorption or chemical bonding of the analytes) which takes places on only one of the cantilever surfaces, ad hoc modified in order to promote that reaction. In contrast to the static mode, in the dynamic mode the cantilever resonance frequency change depends on the total mass adsorbed on both sides.

By monitoring changes in the bending response of a cantilever, surface stress changes induced by either adsorption or molecular recognition can be accurately recorded. For the detection of cantilever deflection, optical \[[@CR74]\], piezoresistive \[[@CR75]\], piezoelectric \[[@CR76]\] and capacitive \[[@CR77]\] methods have been employed.

In order to enhance the sensitivity of the MCL sensor, the sensor surface can be modified through different surface modification methods, which can be both physical and chemical, as summarized by Prakash et al. \[[@CR78]\]. Moreover, Chiari et al. \[[@CR79]\] reported the surface modification methods of sensing elements by using polymers, in particular for biospecific recognition.

MCLs have been proposed for biological/biomedical, physical/chemical and environmental sensing as summarized in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 6Sensing applications of MCLs

As far as the biomedical field is concerned, MCLs have been specifically designed for the screening of diseases, detection of point mutations, blood glucose monitoring and detection of chemical and biological warfare agents. In the last decade, this sensing technique has become very popular in biosensing since the first MCL to detect prostate-specific antigen (PSA), a prostate cancer marker, was proposed \[[@CR80]\]. The authors coated the surface of the MCL with antibodies specific to PSA, over a range of concentrations from 0.2 ng mL^−1^ to 60 μg mL^−1^. When the PSA-coated MCL interacted with the blood sample of the patient, antigen--antibody complex was formed and the bending of the MCL occurred due to the adsorbed mass of the antigen molecules. Kim's group \[[@CR81]\] used a novel electrical detection mode to measure PSA--antibody binding on the MCL surface, with a reported sensitivity of 10 ng mL^−1^. Subsequently, the same group fabricated the nanomechanical lead zirconate titanate (PZT) cantilever and carried out the detection of PSA by a novel electrical measurement using a composite layer of Ta/Pt/PZT/Pt/SiO~2~ on a SiNx supporting layer, reaching a detection sensitivity as low as 10 pg mL^−1^ \[[@CR82]\].

As a matter of fact, most disease biomarkers are not sufficiently selective and this implies that the detection of a single biomarker cannot be used for the positive identification of a disease, i.e. multiple tests are required. In the successive studies, MCLs for biomedical applications have been used in an array format for the sensitive and simultaneous measurement of multiple unlabelled analytes. These MCL array sensors have attracted considerable attention over the last decade. The array approach was used, for example, for toxins or pathogens detection \[[@CR83]\], in investigations on DNA hybridization \[[@CR84]\] and as a sensing system for cancer diagnosis \[[@CR85]\].

The new trend in MCL applications in the in vivo sensing, diseases detection, drug monitoring or delivery is to improve the biological specificity in recognition. This is typically achieved by properly modifying the MCL surface either by immobilizing selective receptors or probe molecules, or by stimuli-responsive polymer coatings---such as films or brushes---or nanoparticles/nanotubes, able to entrap specific analytes as a consequence of a specific stimulus.

These modified materials are considered outstanding candidates for assembling "smart" or "intelligent" active structures. Different classes of polymers or inorganic materials could be classified as smart materials. Among these, hydrogels are able to drastically change their volume due to water exposure (see Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR86]\]. Moreover, amino- or carboxyl-terminated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) can be employed to covalently bond proteins, using cross linkers such as glutaraldehyde or 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) with *N*-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (see Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR86]\]. Finally, amphiphilic block copolymers are able to orientate their blocks in response to the hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature of the medium in which they are immersed.Fig. 7Response of MCLs when using **a** a polymer, **b** SAMs sensing layers \[[@CR86]\]

Different thin films of homopolymers and copolymers \[[@CR87]--[@CR90]\], amphiphilic block copolymers \[[@CR91]\], polymer brushes \[[@CR92]\], nanotubes \[[@CR93]\] and nanoparticles \[[@CR94]\] have been proposed as potential smart materials both for novel biomaterials development and for biosensing applications.

Peppas and collaborators \[[@CR95]\] reported a modified photolithography method to pattern pH-sensitive hydrogels onto silicon MCLs for the development of pH microsensors; as a further step, different stimuli-responsive hydrogels were put on different cantilevers all within one chip, thus creating an implantable microdevice able to monitor a wide variety of biomolecules \[[@CR96], [@CR97]\].

Yan et al. \[[@CR98]\] reported a new approach of glucose measurement by using a multilayer modified MCL. Glucose oxidase (GOx)/polyethyleneimine (PEI) multilayer modified MCL underwent bending when it was exposed to glucose solutions, with magnitudes of bending proportional to the concentrations of glucose. Moreover, pH-responsive polymer brushes have been employed as glucose MCL-based sensors \[[@CR99]\].

As far as the genomics research is concerned, efforts have been made to detect point mutations for the early diagnosis of several diseases such as thalassemia, Tay--Sachs, and Alzheimer's disease. MCLs could represent an effective and reliable way of detecting such single-base pair mismatches, due to the specific biomolecular recognition interactions between the probe DNA sequence and the target DNA sequence. If the hybridization with the fully complementary target DNA sequence causes the net positive deflection of the cantilever, a minor degree of deflection occurs as the number of base pair mismatches increases \[[@CR74]\]. More recently, PZT-embedded MCLs have been fabricated in order to detect how secondary structures in oligonucleotide monolayer change the surface properties of a dynamic mode MCL \[[@CR100]\].

Koev et al. \[[@CR101]\] electrodeposited chitosan films onto the cantilever and biofunctionalized the film with an oligonucleotide probe, in order to detect target DNA hybridization by cantilever bending. Binding of either target DNA to immobilized probe DNA or of oxidized dopamine to chitosan amine groups causes bending of the cantilever beam which is measured using an optical probe (see Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 8Cross-sectional scheme of an MCL surface modified with chitosan for detection of DNA hybridization

Moreover, the chitosan-coated cantilever was biased to electrochemically oxidize and thus selectively detect the neurotransmitter dopamine. The mechanism of interaction of dopamine with chitosan nanoparticles has been recently studied by quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) technology \[[@CR102]\].

As a result of their excellent performance MCLs have recently emerged for the detection not only of small molecules, but also of nucleic acids, disease marker proteins \[[@CR103]--[@CR105]\], cells \[[@CR106]\] and different bacteria or viruses \[[@CR107], [@CR108]\].

In particular, MCLs-based biosensors seem to be capable of rapid and ultrasensitive detection of bacteria, thus promising significant enhancements of microbiological research and diagnostics. For example, Ilic et al. reported the detection of sixteen specifically bound *E. coli* cells, using an MCL array covered with specific antibodies \[[@CR109]\].

Moreover, PZT--stainless steel cantilevers were used by Yi et al. as real-time in-water cell detectors using yeast cells as a model system \[[@CR110]\]. In particular, the yeast cells were immobilized on the cantilever tip as a result of their interaction with poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine that precoated the tip.

Park et al. used "living cantilever arrays" for the mass characterization of single adherent cells, working under physiological conditions, by dividing the vibration spectrum from the cantilever by that of the non-moving substrate: the adherent cell was captured and cultured directly on the silicon cantilever \[[@CR111]\].

Another study revealed the ability of short peptide ligands to efficiently capture *Bacillus subtilis* spores in liquids, immobilizing these ligands on an eight-cantilever array chip \[[@CR112]\]. Another example of cell detection was reported by Sungkanak and co-workers, who designed an MCL-based *Vibrio cholerae* O1 sensor by immobilizing a monoclonal antibody onto the gold-coated MCL tip by using a SAM of mercaptopropionic acid. EDC was used to activate the carboxylic groups of the acid in order to form the peptide bond with the amine groups of the antibody \[[@CR113]\]. The detection limit of this sensor was about 1 × 10^3^ CFU mL^−1^.

MCL technology was also employed to detect severe acute respiratory syndrome associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV), with detection limits of 0.1 μg mL^−1^\[[@CR114]\].

A very interesting approach in detecting cancer cells could be measuring the cell stiffness: the cell stiffness here is itself the biomarker thus making it possible to differentiate cancer cells from normal healthy cells. Darling at al. \[[@CR115]\] extensively argued about the capability of AFM to quantify the biophysical properties of single cells. In this respect, a possible future development of the MCL technology could be the ability to measure cell mechanical properties and to relate these features to cell differentiation, transformation and malignancy.

Microcantilevers vs. organic transistors: comparison and future perspectives {#Sec7}
============================================================================

Recent advances and trends in the development of OFETs, OECTs and MCLs as biosensing devices have been reviewed. The increasing demand for sensitive, selective and miniaturized tools for the investigation of living systems and for the early diagnosis of disease are the main drivers for the development of advanced systems able to address complex biomedical issues and at the same time offering low-cost, rapid and reliable multiplex detection. Label-free processes directly assessing biorecognition events are a challenging alternative to the currently available diagnostic biological assays (ELISA, polymerase chain reactions) routinely used in clinical analysis \[[@CR116]\]. Although these methods are high-throughput and reliable, they provide results only after several incubations, washing and separation steps. In addition, the transduction of the biorecognition event requires the "labelling" of the bioanalyte, thus adding further sample handling before the analysis can be performed. Therefore, smaller, faster and cheaper devices are highly desired for replacing these time-consuming laboratory analyses also allowing for analytical results available directly at the doctor's office or even the patient's house. In this respect, label-free biosensors seem to be very promising. Although optical \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\], electrochemical and electronic \[[@CR119], [@CR120]\] label-free biosensors were reported extensively, most of these devices show several disadvantages especially in terms of cost fabrication, miniaturization, regeneration and reproducibility.

Both MCL and organic transistor technologies are able to overcome these drawbacks and improve the performance of devices currently on the market. These devices together with label-free detection capabilities hold advantages such as the possibility to be integrated into an electronic circuit and cost-effective mass production using large-area electronic technologies \[[@CR121]--[@CR123]\]. In this respect it must be underlined that MCLs can be fabricated through standard integrated circuit production procedures based on silicon technology, a much more mature approach than organic electronics technology.

Organic electronics-based biosensors combine the specificity of a defined bioprobe with the label-free and high sensitivity of an organic transistor. These devices, compared to MCLs, offer the unique advantages of a multi-parametric response and a gate enhanced sensitivity \[[@CR30]\]. In addition to this, the ability to directly transduce the biological event into an electrical signal allows a direct treatment of the results thus avoiding expensive equipment used in optical systems. Besides, they show quite a good selectivity, by properly functionalizing the semiconductor backbone \[[@CR30], [@CR124]\], and can also be fabricated in an array configuration, often required for disease diagnosis and in general for the study of complex biological systems, on flexible plastic or paper substrates by low cost printing compatible procedures \[[@CR125]\]. The flexibility holds additional advantages in the case of direct contact with soft tissues. One critical issue of organic transistors is their complex architecture: materials with different features such as an organic semiconductive layer and an insulating (dielectric) layer must be selected/synthesised and assembled in a proper configuration in order to fabricate working devices. On the other hand MCL architecture is definitively simpler.

MCL-based biosensors show several advantages over the conventional sensing systems, in terms of high sensitivity (based on the ability to detect cantilever deflection with subnanometre precision), label-free, quick response, low analyte requirement (on the order of few microliters), array capability and miniaturization, which make them particularly suitable for in vivo physiological monitoring.

The main disadvantage of the MCLs is the lack of specificity of their transduction mechanism; however, that can often be overcome by modifying the sensing surface in order to promote selective biochemical reactions (i.e. receptor--ligand, antibody--antigen or enzyme--substrate reactions etc.).

In conclusion, both organic transistors and MCLs possess the requisites necessary for devices of interest in life science applications and possess such a high sensitivity as to even be able to detect single cells; very recently, an interesting combination between an OFET and a polymer cantilever platform was proposed. This sensor was named "Organic CantiFET" \[[@CR126]\]. Such an integrated system could represent the next generation of biosensors, combining all the advantages of two different but similarly well-performing devices.

The present review has been mainly focused on devices based on organic materials as the active layer. Apart from their intrinsic mechanical, electrical and processing properties they ensure an intimate contact with biological tissues and can be easily engineered owing to their synthetic tailorability. In order to match the biocompatibility requirement research efforts are currently underway both in the manipulation and modification of well-established materials and in the search for new materials. In particular, recent results obtained in the fabrication of OFETs by using "exotic" materials inspired by nature have been reviewed. As a future perspective, once the materials' biocompatibility has been proved, this approach could pave the way to the development of a completely new class of implantable/ingestible devices.

Published in the special issue *Surface Architectures for Analytical Purposes* with guest editors Luigia Sabbatini and Luisa Torsi.

An erratum to this article can be found at <http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00216-012-5775-3>.
